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Book Map
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell

Pattern master Gladwell investigates the lives of successful people
and what makes them tick. In this engaging read, he looks at The
Beatles, Mozart, Bill Gates for starters and also reviews everything
from hockey champions to Asian math whizzes in his intellectual
journey through the highways and byways of success.

302 GLA

Like the Author?

Like Success Stories?

Interested in Financial Success?

Blink
by Malcolm Gladwell

The Pursuit of Happyness
by Chris Gardener

The Elephant in the Room
by Barry Bridger

Follow the life story of Chris Gardner, a
struggling African American father, in his
quest to become a stockbroker and better the
lives of him and his son.

Bridger, an acclaimed motivational speaker, leads
a firm which assists Americans in building
wealth, reducing debt, and reaching their
financial goals. This book covers the salient
points of his presentations.

In this title, Gladwell examines the
factors of good decision-making. Those
whose filter out extraneous information
may have a cognitive lead on those who
don’t.
153.44 GLA

Covet Dating Success?
Falling in Love for All the Right Reasons
by Neil Clark Warren
This title by the founder of eHarmony
helps the reader to more readily
ascertain whether a potential mate is
truly compatible.
646.78 WAR

B Gardner C

650.12 BRI

Want to Conquer Cravings?

Like Spiritual Success Gurus?

The End of Overeating
by David A. Kessler, M.D.

The Power of Soul
by Zhi Gang Sha

This gem can help overeaters understand
how consumerism has led to an epidemic of
overweight Americans and how you can
modify your eating habits and
start beating the scale!
613.2 KES

Readers who plumb the depths of this, the third
in a series, will learn how to apply Eastern and
Western ideas to life, eliminate negativity, and to
positively bolster their outlook to
increase physical well-being.
204.4 SHA
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